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Internet Kiosk
AdQue® Internet Kiosk

Web-Access Without Worry
The AdQue Internet Kiosk has all of the capabilities of an
AdQue system with the addition of web browsing. A
keyboard and mouse is added to the system, or a
touchscreen can be used. When the system is idle, the
display screen shows your messaging. Then, when
activated, through a keystroke, mouse movement, or
touch, the AdQue system will direct the user to the
webpage of your choice.
Uses for the AdQue Internet Kiosk are only limited to
your imagination, but typically include:





Accessing a user’s account information
Viewing internet specials on your website
Browsing items for sale

A timer is started each time the kiosk is accessed. A
user can actively use the kiosk for any length of time and
then close the session to protect personal data. If the
session is not actively closed, a 10 second warning
window will appear after a period of inactivity. If the user
does not respond, the session will be closed, and there
is no need to worry about personal information
remaining on the screen. AdQue messaging will then
reappear until the next use.

There are no fears of elicit use of the internet, as the AdQue
Internet Kiosk has disabled all navigation features except: Home,
Back, Forward, Refresh, and Stop. Users will be able to view the
webpage you wish them to see, and are not able to surf sites not
of your choosing. Other hot key combinations such as
ctrl+alt+del are disabled to prevent malicious or accidental
access to the computer. The user is limited to whatever actions
are permitted on the portion of the website that is allowed access.
The opening webpage is easily reassigned, and it is simple to add
items such as printers to the AdQue Internet Kiosk. Managing the
AdQue Internet Kiosk is no different from managing any AdQue
System; use AdStudio or AdStudio Express to create a storyboard
and publish.

www.adque.com

More than Meets the Eye

877.246.7587

AdQue® Support

Not Just a Pretty Face
Behind the color, the drama, the action of the display screen and fixtures, resides the true heart of
the AdQue® system.
It’s what audiences don’t see that our clients rely on everyday.
AdQue® is about service and that translates into being supportive and accountable in every aspect
of concept, design, fixtures, hardware, software, installation, screen graphics, training and
maintenance.
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